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Invention The present invention is directed to a
method of producing a semiconductor
component, especially a power semiconductor
component, wherein a semiconductor chip with
an at least partially doped semiconductor
material applied to a carrier is removed from the
carrier and is subsequently encapsulated in a
ceramic encapsulation layer. The invention is
also directed to a semiconductor component
produced by this method. 2. Description of the
Prior Art German Patent Application P 44 30
190.4 of the assignee hereof describes a
semiconductor component of the type mentioned
at the outset, in which two ceramic
encapsulation layers are applied successively to

https://shurll.com/2sDcpK


a semiconductor chip via an interposed adhesive
connection layer, wherein the encapsulation
layers are applied in the form of a plurality of
laminations superposed upon each other in the
region of the semiconductor chip and an
encapsulation compound, for example silicon
dioxide (SiO.sub.2) is applied to the at least
partially doped semiconductor material in a
conductor pattern arrangement interconnecting
the semiconductor material. In the method
disclosed in the said publication, the adhesive
connection layer is first applied, the laminations
of the encapsulation layers are then applied upon
the adhesive connection layer and the
encapsulation compound is then applied. The
encapsulation layers are finally removed from
the adhesive connection layer.Q: How to
determine which entity was touched in the
source of a Unity touch screen event I have an UI
with multiple touchable objects which fire on
touch event. Let's assume we have 20 of them
and I am trying to determine which entity
received the touch event. I am trying to avoid
having to write 20 touch handlers for every
element. A: I believe that it is possible to access



the touch event in Unity to determine what was
touched through the OnTouchPreview event,
which is fired when touches begin. You can then
determine if you are getting a right click touch
or a press, etc. Q: Why is the bond order
$\mathrm{sp^2/sp^3}$ not
$\mathrm{sp^2/sp^3/sp^2}$? This question is
about the title of the question. Why is the bond
order $\mathrm{sp
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